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CAREFUL, THE DIGITAL
NANNY IS WATCHING
F

or years, hidden GPS tracking
devices have been used to deter
and to catch car thieves. Now, a
type of sat nav system has been
developed to control far more
dangerous individuals: your
own children.
Teenage drivers are twice as likely to
cause accidents as other motorists, and
10 times more likely to be killed or seriously injured than people in their forties. In an effort to reduce these figures,
Blackline GPS, a Canadian electronics
company, has created a digital “nanny”
that watches over young drivers, logging every time they break the speed
limit or borrow the car for an unauthorised midnight joyride.
The Escort Entourage CIS is about
the size of a mobile phone. It fits under
the bonnet of any car and, by employing sat nav technology, constantly
tracks the vehicle’s position and reports
back to Blackline’s secure servers.
Drivers are identified by a personalised

electronic key fob, and if anyone drives the car without
a fob, text and email
alerts to the owner are
triggered.
The same security fobs
allow Blackline to build up a picture
of an individual driver’s road
habits. Every week, the
system generates a
school-style
report
card that details how
many miles everyone drove, their
average speed
The Escort Entourage CIS, fitted under
and how ofthe bonnet, and its personalised key fob
ten they exceeded speed
limits. Young drivers are given a rating ally won’t do something wrong if you’re
of A to F. Parents can even set up digital going to get caught for it,” says Clark
curfews — during school hours, say, or Swanson, chief executive officer of
late at night — to see how obedient Blackline GPS. “The report card system
their children are being when they actually builds the trust relationship
between parents and kids. Parents don’t
thought that no one was looking.
“When you’re a teenager, you gener- have to worry about every trip and

SPIES IN THE CAB
Slow down, watch your mirrors
— here’s more high-tech kit that
controls the way you drive
Alcohol interlocks In the US,
many convicted drink-drivers are
given the option of paying for an
alcohol-sensing device to be
installed in their car, rather than
a permanent driving ban. The
driver has to pass a breath test
before the car will start and at
random intervals while driving;
fail the latter and the car’s lights
will ﬂash and its hooter sound.
Pedestrian detection Next
year’s Volvo S60 will come with
front-facing radar and cameras.
If the radar detects a possible
impact, or even that a person is
about to step off the pavement, a
computer chip analyses the
video feed, identiﬁes a human
and slams on the brakes.
Mark Bourdillon

A new device
allows parents to
keep track of
children’s driving,
revealing both
their location and
speed, writes
Mark Harris
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teenagers can gradually work towards
getting better driving grades.”
Nervous parents can increase surveillance by downloading Blackline’s
free BlipPlus app for the BlackBerry
smartphone (available soon for the
Apple iPhone). Instead of waiting for

the weekly report, at the touch of a button BlipPlus can bring up a Google Maps
screen with the position — and the
speed — of your car marked by a flashing dot, just like tracking devices in
Hollywood films. The app will warn
you if the car leaves a preset perimeter,

or breaks one of your child’s curfew
times or a pre-determined speed limit.
The Escort Entourage CIS is on sale
now in North America for about £250,
plus a monthly fee from £9 for the
tracking services, and will be launched
in Britain later this year. In America,

some insurance companies offer discounts for vehicles with a Blackline GPS
device installed.
One word of caution, though. Data
captured by the Escort Entourage CIS
will probably be admissible in court. In
California, authorities tracking a car-

theft ring using Blackline products
arrested a man for murder after the device placed him at the scene of the
crime, at the time of the killing. If your
teenager is getting straight Fs from the
GPS nanny, you might want to take
away the car keys before the police do it.

Live Vehicle GPS Tracker If
you want to be sure that your
teenager isn’t “borrowing” the
family car, this £339.99 tracker
(plus monthly £15 fee) lets you
watch your car live in streetlevel detail on PC mapping
software. The rechargeable
battery will last three weeks, or
you can wire the tracker into
your car’s power supply.

